
INCARCERATION OF MINORITIES ESSAY

The question is how much of the high levels of incarceration of African Overall, the war on drugs has been especially
hard on minority individuals and.

References Bridges, P. In addition, the evidence indicates that, indeed, the places that released prisoners return
to are just as geographically concentrated in other ways, as shown by comparison of the racial and ethnic
composition of high-incarceration neighborhoods with the rest of the city, and the poverty rates for these
communities and the city as a whole. Studies of the effects of high incarceration rates in neighborhoods in
Oakland have found that important institutionsâ€”families and schools, as well as businesses and criminal
justice personnel, such as police and parole officersâ€”have become reconfigured to focus on marginalized
young boys, increasing the chances that they become more marginalized and involved in crime. They come
out wasted and disgraced, unskilled and unacceptable nowhere in the states. In Nordic Countries, the
educational and reinsertion in society approach, both socially and economically, leads to lesser incarceration
rates and the social democratic welfare state will reduce risk. Disproportionate minority contact is a national,
state and local issue that has been discussed for years. The judges who are racially based judges as their
conscience dictates denying the minorities the right to utilize evidence provided for their cases. As an
economic being, the person would spend money at or near his or her area of residence- typically, an inner city.
US, UK. This argument is presented from the viewpoint of both sides of this issue. In addition, the African
Americans jurists should acquit the minorities when making decisions and sentences to the not genuine
Americans since sending them to jail comes with foreseen situations. This paradox is senseless since
incarceration of so many black men will lead to increased single-parent families, reduced adult to children
supervision, more unemployment a factor to poverty inwardly leading to more drugs, crime and violence.
Overall, the war on drugs has been especially hard on minority individuals and communities, and this cannot
be justified by overrepresentation of these groups in this particular form of criminal behavior. Robert D. The
corresponding statistic for white men in the same age group is 4 percent. The effect of increased urbanization
forces the law enforcing officers to concentrate their focus to the urban areas where nonwhites are dominant
and segregated making spontaneous arrests. The blacks should be arrested and incarcerated regarding drugs
operation according to their proportion to their involvement in drug use and the system should aim at reducing
the population of the minorities in the prisons. This is the case in cities throughout the United States. For these
and other reasons, it will be an especially worthy target for creative, democratic protest and policy formation
in the new millennium. Criminal justice policies are pushing hundreds of thousands of already disadvantaged
and impoverished "underclass" Blacks further from minimally remunerative engagement with the labor
market. The generation that gets incarcerated is mostly the youths. Although there were problems with the old
sentencing practices and with parole, it was never the case that those systems did not perform important
positive functions. Predictably, those most likely to be sentenced to a term in prison are less likely than others
of their age, race, and gender to be involved in a stable relationship or to have been employed in a high-quality
job prior to their incarceration. It is not surprising that poor people of color have been incarcerated
disproportionately during the massive increase in imprisonment that has occurred in the nation since the early
s. A white man currently shot a black man only to be acquitted by a racial white jury. That is where their
families and the people they know are. For example, now that the state of Washington has legalized the
recreational use of marijuana, the state is in the process of releasing inmates currently held for possession
convictions.


